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Abstract
We define the worldline harmonic SU(2|1) superspace and its analytic subspace as a defor-
mation of the flat N = 4, d = 1 harmonic superspace. The harmonic superfield description
of the two mutually mirror off-shell (4, 4, 0) SU(2|1) supermultiplets is developed and the
corresponding invariant actions are presented, as well as the relevant classical and quantum
supercharges. Whereas the σ-model actions exist for both types of the (4, 4, 0) multiplet,
the invariant Wess-Zumino term can be defined only for one of them, thus demonstrating
non-equivalence of these multiplets in the SU(2|1) case as opposed to the flat N = 4, d = 1
supersymmetry. A superconformal subclass of general SU(2|1) actions invariant under the
trigonometric-type realizations of the supergroup D(2, 1;α) is singled out. The supercon-
formal Wess-Zumino actions possess an infinite-dimensional supersymmetry forming the
centerless N = 4 super Virasoro algebra. We solve a few simple instructive examples of
the SU(2|1) supersymmetric quantum mechanics of the (4, 4, 0) multiplets and reveal the
SU(2|1) representation contents of the corresponding sets of the quantum states.
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1 Introduction
Motivated by a recent interest in theories with a curved rigid supersymmetry (see, e.g.,
[1, 2, 3]), in [4, 5, 6] we defined and studied a new type of supersymmetric quantum me-
chanics (SQM) based on the worldline realizations of the supergroup SU(2|1) and its central
extension. It can be viewed as a deformation of the standard flat N = 4 supersymmetric
mechanics by a mass parameter m. We defined the worldline SU(2|1) superfields, which
are carriers of the off-shell SU(2|1) multiplets with the d = 1 field contents (1, 4, 3) and
(2, 4, 2), constructed the invariant superfield and component actions for them and explored
the classical and quantum properties of the corresponding SU(2|1) invariant d = 1 systems.
A few interesting features of these deformed SQM models were revealed. In particular, the
SQM models associated with the multiplet (1, 4, 3) reproduce the “weak supersymmetry”
systems studied in [7]. The invariant σ-model Lagrangians of the chiral multiplet (2, 4, 2)
contain, along with the standard kinetic σ-model type terms for the physical bosonic fields,
also the Wess-Zumino (WZ) type terms of the first order in time derivative, as well as some
induced scalar potential terms, all proportional to the deformation parameter m. As distinct
from the case of flat N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry, there exist two different types of the chiral
(2, 4, 2) multiplet in the SU(2|1) case [5], with essentially different properties of the related
SQM models. The Hilbert spaces of the quantum states in SU(2|1) SQM models contain un-
equal numbers of the fermionic and bosonic excited states due to the presence of the so called
atypical representations of SU(2|1) in the spectrum. This is a general feature of the SU(2|1)
SQM systems firstly observed in the pioneer paper [7] for the (1, 4, 3) models. Recently,
we studied superconformal properties of the SU(2|1) SQM models built on the multiplets
(2, 4, 2) and (1, 4, 3) [6] and found that the formulation in the SU(2|1) superspace automat-
ically yields the trigonometric realizations of the most general N = 4, d = 1 superconformal
group D(2, 1;α) in the conformal subclass of such models. We established a simple criterion
under which one or another SU(2|1) invariant action possesses superconformal D(2, 1;α)
symmetry.
As was argued in [8] in the component approach and in [9] in the superfield language,
the basic multiplet of N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry is the so called “root” multiplet (4, 4, 0).
All other multiplets and the SQM models associated with them can be obtained from the
root multiplet and the associate SQM models by some well-defined procedures: either by
a sort of Hamiltonian reduction with respect to some isometries of the on-shell (4, 4, 0)
Lagrangians, or by gauging these isometries in the off-shell superfield approach [9, 10, 11].
The natural superfield description of the multiplet (4, 4, 0), as well as of another important
multiplet (3, 4, 1), is achieved in the framework of the harmonic N = 4, d = 1 superspace
[12]. In particular, the d = 1 harmonic superspace approach allows one to establish relations
between various N = 4, d = 1 multiplets in the manifestly off-shell supersymmetric way and
to understand the general target geometry of the (4, 4, 0) superfield models [13].
In view of the crucial role of the harmonic superspace approach [14, 15] in the flat N = 4
SQM models it is natural to expect that it could be of equal importance for SU(2|1) SQM
models as deformations of the N = 4 ones. The existence of the worldline harmonic coset
in the supergroup SU(2|1) was observed in [4] 1. The main purpose of the present paper
is to work out, in full generality, the d = 1 harmonic superspace formalism for SU(2|1), to
describe the deformed analogs of the flat (4, 4, 0) multiplet within this framework and to
1Some other kind of harmonic extensions of SU(2|1) was considered in [16].
1
construct the relevant SQM models, in both the superfield and the component forms.
In section 2, we define the harmonic SU(2|1) superspace ζH and its analytic subspace
ζ(A) as the proper supercosets of the harmonic extension of SU(2|1), following the general
construction of [15]. We give the explicit expressions for the relevant covariant derivatives,
both Grassmann and harmonic, in the basis ζH and define the SU(2|1) analyticity conditions.
In sections 3 and 4, we consider the SU(2|1) harmonic superfields q±a and Y A, Y¯ A describing
two types of the (4, 4, 0) supermultiplets which can be defined in the SU(2|1) case. The
general σ-model type terms for both multiplets are constructed and it is shown that an
external SU(2|1) invariant WZ term can be defined only for the mirror multiplet (4, 4, 0),
in a crucial distinction from the flat N = 4, d = 1 case. We present general expressions
for the relevant supercharges, in the classical and quantum cases, and explicitly find the
spectrum of the corresponding Hamiltonian for a few simple models. In section 5, we single
out the superconformal subclass of the SU(2|1) SQM models for both types of the (4, 4, 0)
multiplet and show that they exhibit the trigonometric realization of the superconformal
group D(2, 1;α), like the SQM models considered in [17, 6]. The superconformal WZ terms
reveal an infinite-dimensional superconformal symmetry corresponding to some centerless
N = 4 super Virasoro algebra. In section 6, we summarize the results and outline some
further directions of study. Some technical details are collected in Appendices A, B, C.
2 SU(2|1) harmonic superspace
2.1 Superalgebra
We start from the standard form of the superalgebra su(2|1):
{Qi, Q¯j} = 2mI ij + 2δijH˜,
[
I ij, I
k
l
]
= δkj I
i
l − δilIkj ,[
I ij , Q¯l
]
=
1
2
δijQ¯l − δilQ¯j ,
[
I ij, Q
k
]
= δkjQ
i − 1
2
δijQ
k,[
H˜, Q¯l
]
=
m
2
Q¯l ,
[
H˜, Qk
]
= −m
2
Qk. (2.1)
All other (anti)commutators are vanishing. It is a deformation of the standard N = 4,
d = 1 “Poincare´” superalgebra. The bosonic subalgebra consists of the SU(2) symmetry
generators I ij and the U(1) symmetry generator H˜. In the limit m = 0, the generators I
i
j
become those of the SU(2) automorphism group of the standard N = 4, d = 1 superalgebra,
while H˜ turns into the d = 1 time translation generator.
Actually, the flat N = 4, d = 1 superalgebra has an additional automorphism group
SU ′(2) which rotates the Q and Q¯ generators among each other2. Upon deformation to the
superalgebra (2.1), one of these SU ′(2) generators, which we denote F , still survives as an
external U(1) automorphism symmetry (R-symmetry) of the deformed superalgebra. So one
can extend (2.1) by the generator F possessing non-zero commutation relations with the
supercharges only [1]:
[
F, Q¯l
]
= −1
2
Q¯l ,
[
F,Qk
]
=
1
2
Qk. (2.2)
2In what follows, the primed indices i′, j′ will be associated with the SU ′(2) doublets.
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After introducing the new basis in this extension of (2.1),
H˜ = H −mF, (2.3)
one can pass to the centrally-extended superalgebra sˆu(2|1) defined by the following non-
vanishing (anti)commutators:
{Qi, Q¯j} = 2mI ij + 2δij (H −mF ) ,
[
I ij , I
k
l
]
= δkj I
i
l − δilIkj ,[
I ij , Q¯l
]
=
1
2
δijQ¯l − δil Q¯j ,
[
I ij , Q
k
]
= δkjQ
i − 1
2
δijQ
k,[
F, Q¯l
]
= −1
2
Q¯l ,
[
F,Qk
]
=
1
2
Qk. (2.4)
Its bosonic sector contains the central charge generator H (commuting with all other genera-
tors) and the U(2)int generators I
i
j and F . Just this superalgebra was our point of departure
in [4].
2.2 Harmonic SU(2|1) superspace as a coset superspace
Harmonic d = 1 superspace for the supergroup ŜU(2|1) as a coset manifold of the latter
can be defined using the same tricks as in the construction of the harmonic superspace for
the N = 2, d = 4 superconformal group in [15]. The basic steps are passing to the new
basis in (2.4), in which all generators are labeled by their U(1) charges, and introducing an
extra automorphism group SU(2)ext which uniformly rotates all the doublet indices of the
generators in (2.4).
Using the notations
Q1 ≡ Q+, Q2 ≡ Q−, Q¯1 ≡ Q¯−, Q¯2 ≡ −Q¯+,
I++ ≡ I12 , I−− ≡ I21 , I0 ≡ I11 − I22 = 2I11 , (2.5)
we can rewrite the relations (2.4) as
{Q−, Q¯+} = mI0 − 2H + 2mF, {Q+, Q¯−} = mI0 + 2H − 2mF,
{Q±, Q¯±} = ∓ 2mI±±, [I0, I±±] = ± 2I±±, [I++, I−−] = I0,[
I0, Q¯±
]
= ± Q¯±, [I++, Q¯−] = Q¯+, [I−−, Q¯+] = Q¯−,[
I0, Q±
]
= ±Q±, [I++, Q−] = Q+, [I−−, Q+] = Q−,[
F, Q¯±
]
= −1
2
Q¯± ,
[
F,Q±
]
=
1
2
Q±. (2.6)
We can also add, to the su(2|1) superalgebra (2.6), the automorphism group SU(2)ext
with the generators {T 0, T++, T−−} which rotate the supercharges in the precisely same
way as the internal SU(2)int generators {I0, I++, I−−} do. For consistency, the SU(2)ext
generators should rotate, in the same way, the indices of the SU(2)int generators I
i
j , so these
two SU(2) groups form a semi-direct product
[T, I] ∝ I. (2.7)
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Then we introduce the following harmonic coset of the extended supergroup:
ŜU(2|1)⋊ SU(2)ext
U(1)int × U(1)ext =
{H,Qi, Q¯k, F, I ij, T±±, T 0}
{F, T 0} ∼
(
t, θi, θ¯
k, vji , u
±
j
)
, (2.8)
where the harmonic variables vji parametrize the group SU(2)int, while u
±
i , u
+iu−i = 1 , are
the standard harmonics on the coset SU(2)ext/U(1)ext ∼ S2 [14]. As the next step, one
passes to the “minimal” complex harmonic coset
{H,Q±, Q¯±, F, I±±, I0, T±±, T 0}
{F, I++, I0, I−− − T−−, T 0} ∼
(
t(A), θ
±, θ¯±, w±i
)
=: ζH . (2.9)
It is a deformation of the standard “flat” N = 4, d = 1 harmonic superspace [12]. The new
harmonics w±i still satisfy the standard condition w
+iw−i = 1 and are properly constructed
from the bi-harmonic set (vij, u
±
k ) [15].
We skip most details of the whole construction which basically coincide with those given
in Sect. 9.1 of the book [15]. The set of coordinates defined in (2.9) will be referred to as
the analytic basis of the SU(2|1) harmonic superspace. The odd SU(2|1) transformations in
this basis obtained as left shifts of the relevant supercoset are written as
δθ+ = ǫ+ +m θ¯+θ+ǫ−, δθ¯+ = ǫ¯+ −m θ¯+θ+ǫ¯−,
δθ− = ǫ− + 2m ǫ¯−θ−θ+, δθ¯− = ǫ¯− + 2mǫ−θ¯−θ¯+,
δw+i = −m
(
θ¯+ǫ+ + θ+ǫ¯+
)
w−i , δw
−
i = 0 , δt(A) = 2i
(
ǫ−θ¯+ + θ+ǫ¯−
)
,(2.10)
where
ǫ± := ǫiw±i , ǫ¯
± = ǫ¯kw±k , w
+
i w
−
k − w+k w−i = εik . (2.11)
Notice the asymmetry in the transformations of the harmonic variables w+i and w
−
k . This is a
general feature of the harmonic extensions of curved superspaces [18, 15], and it was already
encountered in the d = 1 harmonic superspace formalism, when considering realization of
the N = 4, d = 1 superconformal group D(2, 1;α) on the harmonic coordinates [12].
It follows from the transformations (2.10) that the SU(2|1) harmonic superspace contains
the analytic harmonic subspace parametrized by the reduced coordinate set
ζ(A) :=
(
t(A), θ¯
+, θ+, w±i
)
, (2.12)
which is closed under the action of SU(2|1). It can be identified with the supercoset 3
{H,Q±, Q¯±, F, I±±, I0, T±±, T 0}
{Q+, Q¯+, F, I++, I0, I−− − T−−, T 0} ∼ ζ(A) . (2.13)
3By passing to the new basis in the semi-direct product of two SU(2) groups involved in (2.9), (2.13),
(I, T )→ (I,J = I − T ), where the generators J ij commute with all other ones including Iij , the supercoset
(2.13) is split into the product
{H,Q±, Q¯±, F, I±±, I0,J±±,J 0}
{Q+, Q¯+, F, I++, I0,J−−,J 0} =
{H,Q±, Q¯±, F, I±±, I0}
{Q+, Q¯+, F, I++, I0} ⊗
{J±±,J 0}
{J−−,J 0} .
The first factor stands for the pure SU(2|1) harmonic supercoset [4] in which the internal part is the complex
coset of SU(2)int over its parabolic subgroup and which can be parametrized by (t(A), θ
+, θ¯+, λ++) where λ++
is a complex (CP1) coordinate of the internal space. The second factor fully decouples since the generators
involved in its definition commute with the SU(2|1) ones. While such a “minimal” definition of the harmonic
analytic SU(2|1) superspace is in the spirit of the approach of refs. [19], here we prefer to represent the
internal sector by the harmonic variables w±i , like in [15].
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One can define the analytic subspace integration measure
dζ−−(A) := dw dt(A) dθ¯
+dθ+, (2.14)
which is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations (2.10). The corresponding full
integration measure dζH in the analytic basis can be written as
dζH := dw dt(A) dθ¯
−dθ−dθ¯+dθ+
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) , (2.15)
and it transforms as
δ(dζH) = dζH
[−m (θ¯−ǫ+ + θ−ǫ¯+) (1−m θ¯+θ− +m θ¯−θ+)−m (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)] . (2.16)
One can check that there is no way to achieve the SU(2|1) invariance of this measure: no
a scalar factor can be picked up to compensate the non-zero variation (2.16). The relation
of the analytic basis (2.9) to the central basis containing the standard SU(2|1) superspace
[4] is described in the Appendix B. In particular, it is shown that the measure (2.15) in the
central basis is reduced to the product of the standard invariant integration measure of the
SU(2|1) superspace and the non-invariant harmonic measure.
2.3 Covariant derivatives
We use the standard notation for the partial harmonic derivatives
∂±± := w±i
∂
∂w∓i
, ∂0 := w+i
∂
∂w+i
− w−i
∂
∂w−i
, (2.17)
[∂++, ∂−−] = ∂0 , [∂0, ∂±±] = ± 2∂±± . (2.18)
The deformed covariant spinor and harmonic derivatives can be derived by the routine coset
techniques applied to the supercoset (2.9). Once again, we skip details and present the
answer
D− = − ∂
∂θ+
− 2i θ¯−∂(A) + 2m θ¯−F˜ −m θ¯−
(
θ+
∂
∂θ+
+ θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯+
)
−m θ¯−∂0 +m θ¯+∂−−,
D¯− = ∂
∂θ¯+
− 2i θ−∂(A) + 2mθ−F˜ +mθ−
(
θ+
∂
∂θ+
+ θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯+
)
+mθ−∂0 −mθ+∂−−,
D+ = ∂
∂θ−
+m θ¯−
(
1 +mθ−θ¯+
)
∂++ + 2im θ¯−θ+θ¯+∂(A) − 2m2 θ¯−θ+θ¯+F˜
+m θ¯−θ+
∂
∂θ−
+m θ¯−θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯−
,
D¯+ = − ∂
∂θ¯−
−mθ− (1−mθ+θ¯−) ∂++ − 2im θ−θ+θ¯+∂(A) + 2m2 θ−θ+θ¯+F˜
−mθ−θ+ ∂
∂θ−
−mθ−θ¯+ ∂
∂θ¯−
, (2.19)
5
D++ = (1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+)−1 ∂++ + 2i θ+θ¯+∂(A) − 2mθ+θ¯+F˜ + θ+ ∂
∂θ−
+ θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯−
,
D−− = (1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) ∂−− + 2i θ−θ¯−∂(A) − 2mθ−θ¯−F˜ + θ− ∂
∂θ+
+ θ¯−
∂
∂θ¯+
,
D0 = ∂0 +
(
θ+
∂
∂θ+
+ θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯+
)
−
(
θ−
∂
∂θ−
+ θ¯−
∂
∂θ¯−
)
,
D(A) = ∂(A) , ∂(A) = ∂
∂t(A)
. (2.20)
Here, F˜ is a matrix part of the U(1)int generator F . One can check that these derivatives are
indeed covariant under the transformations (2.10). The (anti)commutation relations among
them mimic those of the superalgebra (2.6):
{D¯+,D−} = mD0 − 2mF˜ + 2iD(A) , {D¯−,D+} = mD0 + 2mF˜ − 2iD(A) ,
{D±, D¯±} = ∓ 2mD±±, [D++,D−−] = D0, [D0,D±±] = ± 2D±±,[D++,D−] = D+, [D−−,D+] = D−, [D0,D±] = ±D±,[D++, D¯−] = D¯+, [D−−, D¯+] = D¯−, [D0, D¯±] = ±D¯±, (2.21)
F˜ D± = −1
2
D±, F˜ D¯± = 1
2
D¯±. (2.22)
It will be convenient to represent the derivatives D+ , D¯+ as
D+ = ∂
∂θ−
+m θ¯−D++, D¯+ = − ∂
∂θ¯−
−mθ−D++. (2.23)
These spinor derivatives, together with D++ and D0, form the so-called CR (“Cauchy-
Riemann”) structure [15]
{D+, D¯+} = − 2mD++, {D+,D+} = {D¯+, D¯+} = 0 , [D++,D+] = [D++, D¯+] = 0 ,[D0,D+] = D+ , [D0, D¯+] = D¯+ , [D0,D++] = 2D++ . (2.24)
All other (anti)commutators can be derived from these ones by applying the harmonic deriva-
tive D−− which, together with D++ and D0, form an SU(2) algebra. The non-standard fea-
ture of the considered case is that the analyticity-preserving covariant harmonic derivative
D++ in the CR structure (2.24) does not decouple from the spinorial derivatives D+, D¯+.
This will entail the essential differences of the SU(2|1) harmonic formalism and the relevant
SU(2|1) mechanics models from their flat N = 4, d = 1 harmonic superspace prototypes.
Another peculiarity of the SU(2|1) harmonic formalism is the presence of the additional
matrix U(1) charge F˜ with the non-trivial action (2.22) on the spinor covariant deriva-
tives. One should be careful about taking it correctly into account, while checking various
(anti)commutators, in particular those in (2.24) 4.
4The correct result is still obtained, if the l.h.s. in (2.24) is formally replaced by the commutators.
However, one should remember that the definite F˜ charge is ascribed to a covariant spinor derivative as a
whole, not to its separate constituents.
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2.4 Harmonic SU(2|1) superfields
The passive odd transformation of the harmonic superfields in the analytic basis Φ (ζH) can
be written as
δΦ = −m
[
2
(
θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) F˜ + (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)D0 + (θ¯−ǫ− + θ−ǫ¯−)D++]Φ. (2.25)
The superfields Φ are assumed to have definite U(1) charges, F˜Φ = κΦ , D0Φ = qΦ . The
presence of the derivative D++ in (2.25) is necessary for the correct SU(2|1) closure of these
variations and for ensuring that various covariant derivatives of Φ, e.g., D++Φ, D+Φ and
D−−Φ , transform according to the same generic rule (2.25) as Φ itself (see Appendix A).
Given some set of such superfields {Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN}, we can write the general σ-model-
type action as
S =
∫
dtL =
∫
dζH K
(
Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN , w
±
i
)
, D0K (Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN , w±i ) = 0 . (2.26)
Here K is a real function of superfields and the harmonic coordinates w±i , arbitrary for the
moment. Varying (2.26) with respect to the supersymmetry transformations (2.10), (2.25),
we obtain
δS =
∫
dζH D++
{
−m (θ¯−ǫ− + θ−ǫ¯−)K (Φ1 . . .ΦN , w±i ) }
+
∫
dζH
{
m
(
θ¯−ǫ− + θ−ǫ¯−
) (
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+)−1 ∂ˆ++ +m (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−) ∂ˆ0
− 2m (θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) F˜ −m (θ¯+ǫ+ + θ+ǫ¯+) ∂ˆ−−}K (Φ1 . . .ΦN , w±i ) , (2.27)
where ∂ˆ±, ∂ˆ0 act only on the explicit harmonics in the function K. Requiring the variation
(2.27) to vanish up to a total derivative under the integral yields the following restrictions
on K:
∂ˆ±±K
(
Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN , w
±
i
)
= 0 ⇒ K = K (Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN ) ,
F˜K (Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN ) = D0K (Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN ) = 0 . (2.28)
Thus the general action is given by
S =
∫
dtL =
∫
dζH K (Φ1,Φ2, . . .ΦN ) (2.29)
and its variation δS is
δS =
∫
dζH D++
{
−m (θ¯−ǫ− + θ−ǫ¯−)K (Φ1 . . .ΦN )} = 0 . (2.30)
In what follows we will be interested in the analytic superfields, i.e. those subjected to
the Grassmann Cauchy-Riemann constraints
D+φ = D¯+φ = 0 . (2.31)
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In virtue of the CR structure relations (2.24), these analyticity constraints imply, as their
integrability condition, the harmonic Cauchy-Riemann condition
D++φ = 0 . (2.32)
This is in a crucial difference from the flat N = 4, d = 1 harmonic analytic superfields [12]
for which (2.31) do not necessarily imply the appropriate version of (2.32). With taking into
account (2.32), the derivatives D+ and D¯+ become “short”,
(D+ , D¯+) ⇒ ( ∂
∂θ−
, − ∂
∂θ¯−
)
, (2.33)
and so (2.31) give
φ = φ(ζ(A)) . (2.34)
The necessity of the harmonic constraint (2.32) for the preservation of Grassmann SU(2|1)
analyticity also directly follows from the general superfield transformation law (2.25). Only
under this constraint the variation of the analytic superfield does not contain the coordinates
θ−, θ¯−.
Finally, we note that the analytic superspace (2.12) can be extended to the two mutually
conjugated three-theta analytic superspaces
ζ
(3)
(A) :=
(
θ−, ζ(A)
)
=
(
t(A), θ
−, θ¯+, θ+, w±i
)
, ζ¯
(3)
(A) =
(
θ¯−, ζ(A)
)
, (2.35)
which are also closed under the coordinate transformations (2.10). The relevant superfields
are singled out by the covariant chirality-like conditions 5
D¯+φ˜(1) = 0 or D+φ˜(2) = 0 , (2.36)
which do not require the harmonic constraints (2.32). The existence of analogous extended
analytic superspaces in the flat N = 4, d = 1 case was noticed in [20]. Possible implications
of these additional Grassmann analyticities in the SU(2|1) SQM models will be addressed
elsewhere.
3 The multiplet (4,4,0)
In the flat N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry the multiplet with the field contents (4, 4, 0) is
described by an analytic harmonic superfield and it is the basic N = 4, d = 1 multiplet: all
other irreducible multiplets and the related SQM models can be obtained from this multiplet
and the SQM models associated with it through different versions of the Hamiltonian reduc-
tion [8] or, equivalently, by gauging some isometries of the (4, 4, 0) Lagrangians [9, 10, 11].
The SU(2|1) version of the multiplet (4, 4, 0) is described by the superfield q+a satisfying
the constraints
D¯+q+a = D+q+a = D++q+a = 0 , F˜ q+a = 0 . (3.1)
5These conditions are solved in terms of unconstrained superfields living on ζ
(3)
(A) or ζ¯
(3)
(A) by passing to
the new frames where D¯+ or D+ become short. This passing is accomplished by means of the appropriate
invertible intertwining operators, e.g., D+(1−mθ−θ¯−D++) = (1−mθ−θ¯−D++) ∂
∂θ−
.
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These constraints look just as those in the flat N = 4, d = 1 superspace (except for the last
one). Their solution reads
q+a
(
ζ(A)
)
= xiaw+i + θ
+ψa + θ¯+ψ¯a − 2iθ+θ¯+x˙iaw−i , (3.2)
where (
xia
)†
= ǫabǫikx
kb , (ψa)† = ψ¯a . (3.3)
The index a = 1, 2 is the doublet index of the “Pauli-Gu¨rsey” group SU(2)PG which com-
mutes with SU(2|1). The fermionic fields ψa, ψ¯a can be combined into a doublet of the
external group SU ′(2) as (ψa, ψ¯a) := ψi
′a.
The analytic superfield q+a has no dependence on m in its θ-expansion, however the
non-analytic counterpart of q+a, i.e. q−a := D−−q+a , displays such a dependence:
q−a =
[
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+]xiaw−i + θ−ψa + θ¯−ψ¯a + 2i (θ¯+θ− + θ¯−θ+) x˙iaw−i
+2iθ−θ¯−
[
x˙iaw+i + θ
+ψ˙a + θ¯+ ˙¯ψa − 2iθ+θ¯+x¨iaw−i
]
. (3.4)
The odd SU(2|1) transformation of q+a is a particular case of the general transformation
law (2.25),
δq+a = −m (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−) q+a. (3.5)
It implies the following transformations for the component fields
δxia = − ǫiψa − ǫ¯iψ¯a, δψ¯a = 2iǫkx˙ka −mǫkxka , δψa = 2iǫ¯kx˙ak +m ǫ¯kxak . (3.6)
Note that the matrix U(1) generator F˜ can be “activated” on q+a by identifying it with
some U(1) ⊂ SU(2)PG, e.g., as
F˜ q+a = κ(τ3)
a
b q
+b , (3.7)
where κ is a new charge. The formulas given above are generalized to the κ 6= 0 case as
q+a = xiaw+i + θ
+ψa + θ¯+ψ¯a − 2i θ+θ¯+∇(t)xiaw−i , (3.8)
where
∇(t)xia := x˙ia + iκm (τ3)ab xib . (3.9)
According to the transformation law (2.25), q+a transforms as
δq+a = −m (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−) q+a − 2κm (θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) (τ3)ab q+b. (3.10)
The component fields transformations (3.6) are modified as
δxia = − ǫiψa − ǫ¯iψ¯a, δψa = 2i ǫ¯k∇(t)xak +m ǫ¯kxak ,
δψ¯a = 2i ǫk∇(t)xka −mǫkxka . (3.11)
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3.1 The general σ-model action
For simplicity, we will basically deal with the κ = 0 case, leaving a comment on the κ 6= 0
case for the end of this subsection.
In accord with the general structure of the harmonic superfield actions (2.29), the σ-
model type action for the multiplet (4, 4, 0) can be written as
S
(
q±a
)
=
∫
dζH K
(
q+, q−
)
, (3.12)
where K satisfies the conditions
F˜K
(
q±a
)
= D0K (q±a) = 0 . (3.13)
Note that the essential difference of (3.12) from its flat N = 4 counterpart [12] is that the
Lagrangian function K cannot involve explicit harmonics (see (2.28)). Since the function
K is neutral, it can be written as a function of two neutral superfield arguments, K =
K
(
q2, X(ab)
)
, with
q2 = 2 q+aq−a , X
(ab) = q+(aq−b) =
1
2
(
q+aq−b + q+bq−a
)
, (3.14)
D++q2 = (D++)2X(ab) = 0 , D0q2 = D0X(ab) = 0 . (3.15)
The function K
(
q2, X(ab)
)
can be represented as a power series in X(ab):
K
(
q2, X(ab)
)
= K0
(
q2
)
+
∞∑
n=1
Ca1a2...anb1b2...bn
(
q2
)
X(a1b1)X(a2b2) . . .X(anbn). (3.16)
It can be shown that every term of this expansion, except for the zeroth order one K0 (q
2),
is a total D++ derivative plus a function of q2 which can be absorbed into K0 (q2). We
explicitly show this for n = 1, 2:
X(a1b1) =
1
2
D++ [q−a1q−b1] ,
X(a1b1)X(a2b2) =
1
3
D++ [q−a1q−b1X(a2b2)]− 1
96
ǫa1a2ǫb1b2
(
q2
)2
. (3.17)
So we have K
(
q2, X(ab)
)
= −L (q2) + D++L−− (q2, X(ab)) and the general action (3.12)
can be rewritten as
S(q2) =
∫
dtL = −
∫
dζH L
(
q2
)
, F˜L
(
q2
)
= D0L (q2) = 0 , (3.18)
where the sign minus was chosen for further convenience. The corresponding component
Lagrangian reads 6
L = G
[
x˙iax˙ia +
i
2
(
ψ¯aψ˙
a − ˙¯ψaψa
)
+
m
2
ψaψ¯a
]
− i
2
x˙ia∂icG
(
ψaψ¯
c + ψcψ¯a
)
− ∆xG
16
(
ψ¯
)2
(ψ)2 +
m
4
xic∂icGψ
aψ¯a − m
2
4
x2G , (3.19)
6We use the following convention for Grassmann variables: (χ)
2
= χiχ
i, (χ¯)
2
= χ¯iχ¯i .
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where
∂ia = ∂/∂x
ia, ∆x = ǫ
ikǫab∂ia∂kb , x
2 = xiaxia ,
G
(
x2
)
= ∆xL
(
x2
)
= 4x2 L′′
(
x2
)
+ 8L′
(
x2
)
, ∂iaG = 8xia
(
3L′′ + x2L′′′
)
. (3.20)
We observe that SU(2|1) supersymmetry imposes rather severe restrictions on the structure
of the (4, 4, 0) Lagrangian as compared with the standard N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry.
Though the bosonic metric is conformally flat in both cases, in the SU(2|1) case it turns out
to be SU(2)int × SU(2)PG ∼ SO(4) symmetric, with the conformal factor being a function
of x2. The extra fermionic SU ′(2) symmetry is broken by the terms ∼ ψaψ¯a = ψ1′aψ2′a . Note
that the whole action respects SU(2)PG symmetry.
The simplest case corresponds to the free system with G = 1:
Sfree(q
±a) = −1
4
∫
dζH q
+aq−a , (3.21)
Lfree = x˙iax˙ia + i
2
(
ψ¯aψ˙
a − ˙¯ψaψa
)
+
m
2
ψaψ¯a − m
2
4
xiaxia . (3.22)
Let us make a brief comment concerning the case with non-zero external F˜ charge κ 6= 0
on the example of the free action. The relevant modified Lagrangian can be obtained just
via changing ∂t →∇(t) = ∂t + iκmτ3 in (3.22), which yields
L(κ)free = x˙iax˙ia +
i
2
(
ψ¯aψ˙
a − ˙¯ψaψa
)
− 2iκm(τ3)ab x˙ibxia +
m
2
[δab + 2κ(τ3)
a
b ]ψ
bψ¯a
+
(
κ2 − 1
4
)
m2 xiaxia . (3.23)
Note the appearance of the induced WZ term ∼ κ and the additional contributions to the
mass terms in this Lagrangian. The SU(2)PG symmetry gets broken at κ 6= 0.
3.2 The absence of WZ type actions
The most general WZ (or CS) action [12] is given by the integral over the analytic subspace
SWZ(q
+a) = − i
2
∫
dζ−−A L
++
(
q+a, w±i
)
. (3.24)
Since the analytic superfield (3.2) is not deformed by m, this action coincides with the non-
deformed WZ action for the multiplet (4, 4, 0) given in [12]. The component Lagrangian
reads
LWZ = Aiax˙ia − i
2
B(ab)ψaψ¯b, (3.25)
where
Aia
(
xia
)
:=
∫
dww−i
∂L++
∂x+a
, B(ab)
(
xia
)
:=
∫
dw
∂2L++
∂x+a∂x+b
. (3.26)
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By construction, the external gauge field Aia satisfies the self-duality condition
Fkb ia := ∂kbAia − ∂iaAkb = ǫki
∫
du
∂2L++
∂x+a ∂x+b
=: ǫkiB(ab) , (3.27)
and the transversal gauge condition
∂iaAia = 0 . (3.28)
The Lagrangian (3.25) transforms under the SU(2|1) transformations (3.6) as
δLWZ = − ∂t
[Aia (ǫiψa + ǫ¯iψ¯a)]+ i
2
mB(ab)
(
ǫkψa − ǫ¯kψ¯a)xbk , (3.29)
and this variation is not reduced to a total derivative because of the term ∼ m. Thus, the
Lagrangian is not SU(2|1) invariant for any choice of L++, which just means the absence of
the WZ action for the multiplet (4, 4, 0) in the case of SU(2|1) supersymmetry. The same
conclusion is valid for the κ 6= 0 case as well.
Some further issues regarding the superconformal properties of WZ term will be discussed
in section 5.
3.3 Hamiltonian formalism
The classical Hamiltonian obtained as the Legendre transform of the Lagrangian (3.19) reads
H =
1
4G
[
pia +
i
2
(
ψ¯cψ
a + ψ¯aψc
)
∂icG
] [
pia − i
2
(
ψ¯aψ
b + ψ¯bψa
)
∂ibG
]
+
∆xG
16
(
ψ¯
)2
(ψ)2 − m
4
(
2G+ xic∂icG
)
ψaψ¯a +
m2
4
xiaxiaG . (3.30)
It is also straightforward to find the supercharges (Qi)
†
= Q¯i, as well as the remaining
bosonic generators,
Qi = ψ
a
(
pia + imxiaG+
i
4
ψaψ¯
b∂ibG
)
, Q¯i = ψ¯
a
(
pia − imxiaG− i
4
ψ¯aψ
b∂ibG
)
,
F =
1
2
Gψaψ¯a , Iik = ix
a
(i pk)a . (3.31)
The Poisson brackets for the bosonic variables and the Dirac brackets for fermions are defined
as
{pia, xkb} = − δki δba , {ψa, ψ¯b} = − i G−1δab ,
{pia, ψb} = 1
2
ψbG−1∂iaG , {pia, ψ¯b} = 1
2
ψ¯bG
−1∂iaG . (3.32)
To simplify the brackets, it is useful to make the substitutions
ψa = G−
1
2 ξa, ψ¯b = G
− 1
2 ξ¯b , (3.33)
whence
{pia, xkb} = − δki δba , {ξa, ξ¯b} = − i δab , {pia, ξb} = {pia, ξ¯b} = 0 . (3.34)
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These brackets can be quantized in the standard way as
pia = − i∂ia , ξ¯a = ∂/∂ξa,
[
pia, x
kb
]
= − i δki δba , {ξa, ξ¯b} = δab . (3.35)
The quantum supercharges can be constructed from the classical ones (3.31) according
to the prescriptions of ref. [21] which were applied by us also in [4]. Their basic steps are
Weyl-ordering and the subsequent similarity transformation defined in terms of the target
bosonic metric. In the present case this general procedure yields
Q(cov)i = −iG− 12 ξa
[
(∂ia −mxia)G− 1
4
(
ξaξ¯
b − 2δba
)
G−1∂ibG
]
,
Q¯(cov)i = −iG− 12 ξ¯a
[
(∂ia +mxia)G+
1
4
(
ξ¯aξ
b + 2δba
)
G−1∂ibG
]
. (3.36)
The quantum Hamiltonian is defined by the anticommutator of the quantum supercharges,
and it reads
H(cov) = − 1
4G
[
∂ia +
1
2
(
ξaξ¯c − ξ¯aξc
)
G−1∂icG
] [
∂ia +
1
2
(
ξ¯aξ
b − ξaξ¯b
)
G−1∂ibG
]
+
∆xG
16G2
[
(ξ)2
(
ξ¯
)2 − 2ξaξ¯a]− m
8
(
2 + xicG−1∂icG
) [
ξa, ξ¯a
]
+
m2
4
xiaxiaG− m
2
. (3.37)
The rest of the superalgebra generators is
F = −1
2
ξ¯aξ
a, Iik = x
a
(i ∂k)a . (3.38)
Taken together, these generators form the sˆu(2|1) superalgebra (2.4).
Note that the quantum covariantized supercharges can be conveniently represented as
Q(cov)i = e
−mWQ
(m=0)
(cov)i e
mW , Q¯(cov)i = e
mW Q¯
(m=0)
(cov)i e
−mW , (3.39)
where the function W is given by the expression
W (x2) = 2x2L′(x2) + 2L(x2) , ∂iaW
(
x2
)
= −xiaG
(
x2
)
, 2W ′
(
x2
)
= −G (x2) . (3.40)
Thus the quantum SU(2|1) supercharges for the multiplet (4, 4, 0) can be obtained from
their flat N = 4, d = 1 counterparts (with the special SO(4) invariant target bosonic metric)
through a similarity transformation. This is a particular case of the general phenomenon
summarized in [22]. To avoid a possible confusion, we notice that the transformation (3.39)
is not unitary, and for this reason the Hamiltonian (3.37) is by no means equivalent to its
m = 0 counterpart.
3.4 The free model: Spectrum and the SU(2|1) Casimirs
Let us consider the simplest case G = 1 corresponding to the free Lagrangian (3.22). The
relevant quantum Hamiltonian reads
H = −1
4
(
∂ia −mxia) (∂ia +mxia) + m
2
ξ¯aξ
a. (3.41)
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The remaining SU(2|1) generators are
Qi = −iξa (∂ia −mxia) , Q¯i = −iξ¯a (∂ia +mxia) ,
F = −1
2
ξ¯aξ
a, Iik = x
a
(i ∂k)a . (3.42)
One can also define the generators of the algebra su(2)PG for the considered case
Eab = x
i
(a ∂ib) − ξ¯(aξb) , [Eab, Ecd] = εcbEad − εadEcb . (3.43)
They can be checked to commute with all SU(2|1) generators.
Since the spectrum of the Hamiltonian must be bounded from below, we define the ground
state |0〉 by imposing the physical conditions
ξa |0〉 = 0 , (∂ia +mxia) |0〉 = 0 . (3.44)
Solving them, we obtain the ground state wave function annihilated by supercharges (3.42):
|0〉 = e−m2 x2, Qi |0〉 = Q¯i |0〉 = 0 . (3.45)
All bosonic quantum states can be constructed by action of the creation operators ∇ia :=
∂ia −mxia on |0〉. The bosonic state |ℓ ; s〉 is defined as
|ℓ ; s〉 = A(i1i2...is)(a1a2...as)∇i1a1∇i2a2 . . .∇isas
(∇ia∇ia)ℓ |0〉, (3.46)
where A stand for numerical coefficients symmetric in both SU(2)int and SU(2)PG indices.
Here, the quantum number s/2 is identified with the highest weight (“isospin”) of the irre-
ducible representation of the group SU(2)PG. Clearly, this state has the same isospin s/2
with respect to SU(2)int .
Acting by the supercharges Q¯i on the bosonic parent function |ℓ ; s〉, we obtain the set of
its fermionic descendants
Q¯i |ℓ ; s〉 = 2im ξ¯a [2ℓ∇ia |ℓ− 1 ; s〉+ sbia |ℓ ; s− 1〉] ,
Q¯iQ¯i |ℓ ; s〉 = −8ℓ (2ℓ+ s)m2
(
ξ¯
)2 |ℓ− 1 ; s〉, (3.47)
where bia is some coefficient. Thus, |ℓ ; s〉 extends to a super wave function Ω(ℓ;s) with
Ω(0;0) = |0〉. The supercharges Qi annihilate |ℓ ; s〉, i.e. Qi |ℓ ; s〉 = 0 . The spectrum of the
Hamiltonian (3.41) is thus given by
H Ω(ℓ;s) =
m
2
(2ℓ+ s)Ω(ℓ;s), m > 0 . (3.48)
Let us analyze the degeneracies of the superwave functions Ω(ℓ;s) , labeling the represen-
tations of the group SU(2)PG × SU(2)int by the pair of indices (k, n). The non-trivial wave
function Ω(0;s) is a superposition of (s+ 1)2 bosonic and s (s+ 1) fermionic states,
|0 ; s〉, ξ¯a |0 ; s− 1〉, s > 0 , (3.49)
so revealing the degeneracy (2s + 1)(s + 1). The bosonic states correspond to the repre-
sentations (s/2 , s/2) and the fermionic states to the representations (s/2 , (s− 1)/2). On
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the other hand, the wave functions Ω(ℓ;s) with ℓ > 0 have 4 (s+ 1)2-fold degeneracy, being a
superposition of the following states:
|ℓ ; s〉, ξ¯a∇ia |ℓ− 1 ; s〉, ξ¯a |ℓ ; s− 1〉,
(
ξ¯
)2 |ℓ− 1 ; s〉, ℓ > 0 . (3.50)
Here, the bosonic states (1st and 4th) span the representation (s/2 , s/2)⊕ (s/2 , s/2), while
the fermionic states span the representation (s/2 , (s+ 1)/2)⊕ (s/2 , (s− 1)/2).
It is interesting to find out the SU(2|1) representation contents of these wave functions.
For the realization (3.42) and (3.43), the SU(2|1) Casimir operators defined in (C.1), (C.2)
acquire the following concise form
m2C2 = H (H +m)− m
2
2
EabE
b
a , m
3C3 =
(
H +
m
2
)
C2 . (3.51)
The last term in C2 is just the Casimir of SU(2)PG and it acts on Ω
(ℓ;s) as
1
2
EabE
b
a Ω
(ℓ;s) =
s
2
(s
2
+ 1
)
Ω(ℓ;s). (3.52)
Now, based upon (3.51), (3.52) and (3.48), it is easy to find the eigenvalues of C2 and to
cast them into the general form given in Appendix B (eq. (C.3)) with
β =
1
2
(2ℓ+ s+ 1) , λ =
1
2
(s+ 1) , ℓ 6= 0 . (3.53)
The relevant quantum states form the so-called typical SU(2|1) representations. The atypical
SU(2|1) representations correspond to the zero eigenvalues of Casimirs, and so Ω(0;s) belong
to this subclass. For them
ℓ = 0 , β = λ =
s
2
. (3.54)
The degeneracy of Ω(ℓ;s) can be computed as the product of the relevant dimensions
of SU(2)PG and SU(2|1) representations (see Appendix C). The result coincides with the
direct counting given above. In the typical cases, with ℓ > 0 , the wave function Ω(ℓ;s) has
the degeneracy 4 (s+ 1)2. The typical representation always encompasses an equal number
of bosons and fermions. The wave function Ω(0;s) corresponding to the atypical case has the
degeneracy (2s+ 1) (s + 1), with (s+ 1)2 bosons and s (s+ 1) fermions.
As instructive examples, let us consider superwave functions of the simplest atypical
and typical representations of SU(2|1). The atypical superwave function Ω(0;1) consists of
(1/2, 1/2) bosonic and (1/2, 0) fermionic states given by
∇ia|0〉, ξ¯a|0〉. (3.55)
The simplest typical superwave function Ω(1;0) has the 4-fold degeneracy:
∇ia∇ia |0〉, ξ¯a∇ia |0〉, ξ¯2 |0〉. (3.56)
Here, bosonic states belong to (0, 0)⊕ (0, 0), while fermionic states belongs to (0, 1/2).
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4 The ‘mirror’ multiplet (4,4,0)
The standard multiplets (n, 4, 4− n) of the flat N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry have their
“mirror” (or “twisted”) cousins which possess the same field contents but for which two
commuting SU(2) automorphism algebras of the N = 4, d = 1 superalgebra switch their
roles. Since these automorphism algebras enter the game in the entirely symmetric way, the
difference between two mutually mirror multiplets manifests itself only in those SQM models
where they are present simultaneously. In the SU(2|1) deformed case the symmetry between
the two former automorphism SU(2) groups of the flat superalgebra proves to be broken: one
of these SU(2) becomes SU(2)int, while only one U(1) generator F from the second SU(2)
(which we denoted SU ′(2)) is inherited by the SU(2|1) superalgebra. So one can expect an
essential difference between the SU(2|1) multiplets and their possible mirror counterparts.
Here we construct the mirror version of the SU(2|1) multiplet (4, 4, 0) and show that the
relevant SQM models indeed reveal a few serious distinctions from those considered in the
previous sections. In particular, in the mirror case one can define the SU(2|1) invariant
superfield WZ term.
Let us consider the mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplet [13, 23] in the framework of the harmonic
SU(2|1) superspace. The basic superfield is (Y A)† = Y¯A, A = 1, 2, satisfying the constraints7
D¯+Y A = D+Y¯ A = 0 , D+Y A = −D¯+Y¯ A , D++Y A = D++Y¯ A = 0 . (4.1)
With taking into account the action of the generator F˜ on the spinor covariant derivatives
(eq. (2.22)), the constraints (4.1) uniquely fix the F˜ charges of the superfields Y A, Y¯ A as
mF˜ Y¯ A = − m
2
Y¯ A, mF˜ Y A =
m
2
Y A. (4.2)
The SU ′(2)PG doublets Y
A, Y¯ A can be combined into a doublet Y 1
′A, Y 2
′A of SU ′(2).
The constraints (4.1) are solved in terms of the superfields defined on the analytic three-
theta superspaces (2.35):
Y A
(
ζ
(3)
(A)
)
= yA − θ+ψiAw−i + θ−ψiAw+i − 2i θ−θ¯+y˙A + 2i θ−θ+ ˙¯yA − 2i θ−θ+θ¯+ψ˙iAw−i
+mθ−θ¯+yA +mθ−θ+y¯A,
Y¯ A
(
ζ¯
(3)
(A)
)
= y¯A − θ¯+ψiAw−i + θ¯−ψiAw+i − 2i θ+θ¯− ˙¯yA + 2i θ¯+θ¯−y˙A − 2i θ¯−θ+θ¯+ψ˙iAw−i
−mθ+θ¯−y¯A −m θ¯+θ¯−yA, (4.3)
where (
yA
)†
= y¯A ,
(
ψiA
)†
= ψiA . (4.4)
We observe that the field content of Y A is just (4, 4, 0) , but the SU(2) assignment of the
involved fields is different from that of the previous (4, 4, 0) multiplet. The bosonic fields
are organized into a complex SU ′(2)PG doublet y
A which is a singlet of SU(2)int (though it
is still rotated by the U(1)int generator F ); the fermionic fields are combined into doublets
of both SU ′(2)PG and SU(2)int, but they are singlets of U(1)int.
7The harmonic constraints in (4.1) necessarily follow from the Grassmann analyticity ones as the inte-
grability conditions for the latter, in a close similarity with the q+ multiplet.
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According to the general transformation law (2.25), the superfields Y A, Y¯ A transform as
δY A = −m (θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) Y A, δY¯ A = m (θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) Y¯ A. (4.5)
The corresponding component field transformations are
δyA = − ǫiψiA, δy¯A = − ǫ¯iψiA, δψiA = ǫ¯i
(
2iy˙A −myA)− ǫi (2i ˙¯yA +my¯A) . (4.6)
4.1 The σ-model action
One can write the general action in terms of the function L˜ as
S˜
(
Y, Y¯
)
=
∫
dt L˜ =
∫
dζH L˜
(
Y, Y¯
)
. (4.7)
It can be checked to respect SU(2|1) invariance only with the following condition
mF˜ L˜
(
Y, Y¯
)
= 0 ⇒ m (yB∂B − y¯B∂¯B) L˜ (y, y¯) = 0 . (4.8)
This condition is non-trivial only for m 6= 0, when F appears as an internal generator in the
superalgebra (2.4). In virtue of the constraint (4.8),
L˜(Y, Y¯ ) = L˜(UAB ), UAB := Y AY¯B . (4.9)
The general component Lagrangian is
L˜ =
[
2 y˙A ˙¯yA +
i
2
ψiAψ˙iA − i
2
ψiAψiC
(
y˙C∂A + ˙¯y
C ∂¯A
)
+
1
48
ψiAψkAψ
B
i ψkB ∆y
]
G˜
− im (y˙Ay¯A − yA ˙¯yA) G˜+ 2im(y˙A∂AL˜− ˙¯yA∂¯AL˜)−mψiAψBi ∂A∂¯BL˜
+
m
4
ψiAψiC
(
yC∂AG˜− y¯C ∂¯AG˜
)
+
m2
2
yAy¯A G˜−m2
(
yA∂AL˜+ y¯
A∂¯AL˜
)
, (4.10)
where
G˜ := ∆yL˜ , ∆y = − 2 ǫAB∂A∂¯B , ∂A = ∂
∂yA
, ∂¯B =
∂
∂y¯B
. (4.11)
The simplest action is the free action
S˜free
(
Y, Y¯
)
=
1
4
∫
dζH Y
AY¯A . (4.12)
The corresponding Lagrangian is
L˜free = 2 y˙A ˙¯yA + i
2
ψiAψ˙iA − i
2
m
(
y˙Ay¯A − yA ˙¯yA
)
. (4.13)
In contrast to the flat m = 0 case, the Lagrangian (4.10) is not vanishing for G˜ = 0. In
the latter case, the remaining Lagrangian
L˜ |G˜=0 = 2im
(
y˙A∂AL˜− ˙¯yA∂¯AL˜
)
−mψiAψBi ∂A∂¯BL˜−m2
(
yA∂AL˜+ y¯
A∂¯AL˜
)
(4.14)
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is SU(2|1) invariant, and it can be considered as a WZ Lagrangian vanishing at m = 0. The
condition G˜ = 0 is equivalent to the dim 4 Laplace equation for L˜
∆yL˜ = 0 . (4.15)
The simplest non-trivial solution of (4.15) is
L˜ = c(AB)Y
AY¯ B , (4.16)
where c(AB) is an arbitrary constant triplet which breaks SU(2)PG symmetry. Another,
SU(2)PG invariant solution is
L˜ ∼ 1
y2
, y2 = yAy¯A . (4.17)
The singularity at yA = 0 can be avoided by assuming that the fields yA have a non-trivial
constant vacuum background. Other possible solutions of (4.15) are famous multi-center
solutions breaking SU(2)PG invariance.
4.2 Wess-Zumino action
For the mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplet, the WZ term can be obtained not only as a special limit
of the SU(2|1) invariant σ-model term, but can be also constructed independently. The
superfield WZ action can be written as an integral over the analytic superspace
S˜WZ
(
Y, Y¯
)
= − γ
∫
dζ−−(A)
(
θ¯+D¯+ + θ+D+) f (Y, Y¯ ) . (4.18)
Since we integrate over the analytic superspace, we need to impose the analyticity condition
(2.32) on the superfield Lagrangian. It gives the condition
D¯+D+f (Y, Y¯ ) = 0 ⇒ ∆yf = 0 . (4.19)
One can define the background 4-vector A˜i′A as
A˜1′B = i∂Bf, A˜2′B = − i∂¯Bf, yA = y1′A, y2′A = y¯A. (4.20)
Then eq. (4.19) implies the self-duality condition for A˜i′A
∂i′AA˜k′B − ∂k′BA˜i′A = ǫi′k′B˜(AB) , B˜(AB) = −2i∂(A∂¯B)f , (4.21)
as well as the transversal gauge condition
∂i′AA˜i′A = 0 . (4.22)
In addition, the requirement of SU(2|1) invariance gives rise to a new constraint for f at
m 6= 0 (cf. (4.8)):
mF˜f
(
Y, Y¯
)
= 0 ⇒ m (yB∂B − y¯B∂¯B) f (y, y¯) = 0 . (4.23)
This condition amounts to the invariance of (4.18) under the internal U(1) symmetry
f
(
Y A, Y¯B
)
= f(UAB ) , UAB := Y AY¯B . (4.24)
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In the limit m = 0, the matrix generator F˜ becomes an external automorphism generator
and the condition (4.23) is satisfied trivially, without imposing any constraints on f
(
YA, Y¯
B
)
.
The component Lagrangian corresponding to the action (4.18) reads
L˜WZ = 2γ
{
i
(
y˙A ∂Af − ˙¯yA ∂¯Af
)− m
2
(
yA ∂Af + y¯
A∂¯Af
)− 1
2
ψiAψBi ∂A∂¯Bf
}
. (4.25)
Employing the conditions (4.19), (4.23), one can directly check that this Lagrangian is
invariant under the supersymmetry transformations (4.6). The first term in (4.25) can be
concisely rewritten through the external gauge field as
i(y˙A ∂Af − ˙¯yA ∂¯A) = y˙i′AAi′A . (4.26)
Note that the SU ′(2) symmetry is broken in the full Lagrangian (4.25).
Clearly, the Lagrangian (4.25) can be identified with the Lagrangian (4.14), where
G˜ = ∆yL˜ (y, y¯) = 0 , L˜ ≡ f, m ∼ γ . (4.27)
The constraint (4.23) amounts to the condition (4.8).
4.3 Hamiltonian formalism and quantum supercharges
We start with the total Lagrangian L˜ + L˜WZ . The corresponding canonical Hamiltonian
reads
H = − 1
2
ǫABG˜−1
[
pA − 2i
(
m∂AL˜+ γ ∂Af
)
+
i
2
ψkDψkA ∂DG˜
]
×[
p¯B + 2i
(
m ∂¯BL˜+ γ ∂¯Bf
)
+
i
2
ψiCψiB ∂¯CG˜
]
− 1
48
ψiAψkAψ
B
i ψkB ∆yG˜
+ψiAψBi
(
m∂A∂¯BL˜+ γ ∂A∂¯Bf
)
− i
2
m
(
yApA − y¯Ap¯A
)
. (4.28)
The relevant supercharges and the rest of bosonic generators are given by
Qi = ψiA
[
pA − 2i
(
m∂AL˜+ γ ∂Af
)
+
i
6
ψkCψkA ∂CG˜
]
,
Q¯i = ψ
A
i
[
p¯A + 2i
(
m ∂¯AL˜+ γ ∂¯Af
)
+
i
6
ψkCψkA ∂¯CG˜
]
, (4.29)
F = − i
2
(
yApA − y¯Ap¯A
)
, Iik =
1
2
ψA(iψk)A G˜ . (4.30)
We impose the Poisson brackets and the Dirac brackets as
{pA, yB} = − δBA , {p¯A, y¯B} = − δBA , {ψiA, ψkB} = − i G˜−1δAB δik ,
{pA, ψkB} = 1
2
ψkB G˜
−1∂A G˜ , {p¯A, ψkB} = 1
2
ψkB G˜
−1∂¯AG˜ . (4.31)
After redefining
ψiA = G˜−
1
2 ξiA, (4.32)
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the brackets are simplified to
{pA, yB} = − δBA , {p¯A, y¯B} = − δBA , {ξiA, ξkB} = − i δAB δik . (4.33)
We quantize these brackets in the standard way
pA = − i∂A , p¯A = − i∂¯A , ξiA = ∂/∂ξiA ,[
pA, y
B
]
= − i δBA ,
[
p¯A, y¯
B
]
= − i δBA , {ξiA, ξkB} = δAB δik . (4.34)
The quantum supercharges obtained from the classical ones by the general procedure of
ref. [21] are given by
Qi(cov) = −iG˜−
1
2 ξiA
[
∂A + 2
(
m∂AL˜+ γ ∂Af
)
− 1
6
(
ξkCξkA − 4δCA
)
G˜−1∂CG˜
]
,
Q¯(cov)i = −iG˜− 12 ξAi
[
∂¯A − 2
(
m ∂¯AL˜+ γ ∂¯Af
)
− 1
6
(
ξkCξkA − 4δCA
)
G˜−1∂¯CG˜
]
.(4.35)
Their anticommutator yields the quantum Hamiltonian
H(cov) =
1
4
ǫABG˜−1
{[
∂A + 2
(
m∂AL˜+ γ ∂Af
)
+
1
2
ξkAξ
kD G˜−1∂DG˜
]
×[
∂¯B − 2
(
m ∂¯BL˜+ γ ∂¯Bf
)
+
1
2
ξiBξ
iC G˜−1∂¯CG˜
]}
+
1
48
[
ξiAξBi ξ
k
BξkA + 2
]
G˜−2∆yG˜+ ξ
iAξBi G˜
−1
(
m∂A∂¯BL˜+ γ ∂A∂¯Bf
)
− m
2
(
yA∂A − y¯A∂¯A
)− m
2
, (4.36)
as well as the remaining bosonic generators:
F = −1
2
(
yA∂A − y¯A∂¯A
)
, Iik =
1
2
ξA(iξk)A . (4.37)
In analogy with (3.39), we can represent the supercharges as
Q(cov)i = e
−2mL˜Q
(m=0)
(cov)i e
2mL˜, Q¯(cov)i = e
2mL˜Q¯
(m=0)
(cov)i e
−2mL˜, (4.38)
thereby relating them to the particular case of the undeformed supercharges of the “flat”
mirror (4, 4, 0) multiplet.
4.4 The free model
As an instructive example, here we consider the free model with G˜ = 1 and the simplest WZ
term (4.25) in which the function f has been chosen as (recall (4.16))
f =
1
4
cAB y
Ay¯B, cAB = cBA , (cAB) = − cBA. (4.39)
The corresponding total component Lagrangian reads:
L˜free = 2 y˙A ˙¯yA + i
2
ξiAξ˙iA − i
2
m
(
y˙Ay¯A − yA ˙¯yA
)
+
γ
2
cAB
{
i
(
y˙Ay¯B − ˙¯yAyB)− m
2
(
yAy¯B + y¯AyB
)− 1
2
ξiAξBi
}
. (4.40)
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One can choose the SU(2)PG frame in which the triplet cAB is reduced to
c12 = c21 = 1 , c11 = c22 = 0 . (4.41)
For further use, we define the operators
∇±A = ∂A ±
1
2
(mǫAC + γ cAC) y¯
C , ∇¯±B = ∂¯B ±
1
2
(mǫBD − γ cBD) yD, (4.42)
which form the following algebra[∇±A, ∇¯±B] = ∓ (mǫAB + γ cAB) . (4.43)
The quantum Hamiltonian reads
H =
1
2
ǫAB∇¯+B∇+A +
γ
4
cAB ξ
iAξBi −
m
2
(
yA∂A − y¯A∂¯A
)
+
m
2
, (4.44)
and the remaining SU(2|1) generators are written as
Qi = − i ξiA∇+A , Q¯i = − i ξBi ∇¯+B ,
F = −1
2
(
yA∂A − y¯A∂¯A
)
, Iik =
1
2
ξA(iξk)A . (4.45)
We construct the bosonic wave functions in terms of the operators ∇±A, ∇¯±A satisfying[
H,∇+A
]
=
γ
2
cBA∇+B ,
[
H, ∇¯+A
]
=
γ
2
cBA ∇¯+B ,[
H,∇−A
]
=
m
2
∇−A ,
[
H, ∇¯−A
]
= −m
2
∇¯−A . (4.46)
Imposing the following physical conditions
∇¯+1 |0〉 = ∇+1 |0〉 = ∇¯−A |0〉 = 0 , ξi2 |0〉 = 0 , (4.47)
we make sure that the spectrum of the Hamiltonian (4.44) is bounded from below for γ > 0
and m > 0 , so that the ground state |0〉 is the lowest level. From these conditions, we find
that m = γ and the ground state wave function is obtained as
|0〉 = e−my1y¯1 . (4.48)
The conditions (4.47) firmly imply that the ground state |0〉 is annihilated by both super-
charges defined in (4.45):
Qi |0〉 = Q¯i |0〉 = 0 . (4.49)
The ground state acquires the minimal energy value E = 0 and the Casimir C2 is vanishing
on it.
For the choice γ = m the Hamiltonian (4.44) takes the form
H =
1
2
ǫAB∇¯+B∇+A +
m
2
ξi1ξ2i −
m
2
(
yA∂A − y¯A∂¯A
)
, (4.50)
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where
∇±1 = ∂1 ±m y¯1 , ∇¯±1 = ∂¯1 , ∇±2 = ∂2 , ∇¯±2 = ∂¯2 ±my2 . (4.51)
The generators (4.45) can also be written through these operators. The higher-order bosonic
states must be constructed in terms of the operators ∇−1 , ∇¯+2 the commutators of which with
the Hamiltonian are as follows[
H, ∇¯+2
]
=
m
2
∇¯+2 ,
[
H,∇−1
]
=
m
2
∇−1 . (4.52)
The bosonic state |ℓ ;n〉 is defined as
|ℓ ;n〉 = (∇−1 )n (∇¯+2 )ℓ |0〉. (4.53)
Superwave function Ω(ℓ;n) is obtained as a sum of the relevant fermionic descendants of |ℓ ;n〉
produced by action of the supercharges as
Qi |ℓ ;n〉 = 2iℓm ξi1 |ℓ− 1 ;n〉, Q2 |ℓ ;n〉 = 4ℓ (ℓ− 1)m2 ξi1ξ1i |ℓ− 2 ;n〉,
Q¯i |ℓ ;n〉 = 0 . (4.54)
Here, Ω(0;0) = |0〉. One can see that the functions Ω(0;n) and Ω(1;n) form singlet and triplet
states, respectively.
Then, the eigenvalues of (4.44) are
H Ω(ℓ;n) =
m
2
(ℓ+ n) Ω(ℓ;n), m > 0 . (4.55)
The eigenvalues (C.3) of Casimir operators are given by
β =
ℓ
2
, λ =
1
2
, for ℓ 6= 0 ,
β = λ = 0 , for ℓ = 0 . (4.56)
Casimir operators take zero eigenvalues for ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1 . Hence, the functions Ω(0;n) and
Ω(1;n) correspond to atypical representations of SU(2|1) with non-equal number of bosonic
and fermionic states. The functions Ω(ℓ;n) with ℓ > 2 correspond to the typical 4-fold
representations of SU(2|1). The same degeneracies with respect to ℓ were observed in [4].
In fact, this quantum free model can be identified with one of the SU(2|1) invariant
models on a complex plane considered in [4].
One can exclude the operators ∇±2 and ∇¯±1 from the sets (4.50) and (4.45), since they
annihilate the ground state |0〉 and all other states. Then, if we redefine the system as
ξi1 → ηi, ξi2 → η¯i, y1 → z , y¯1 → z¯ ,
m→ m/2 , H → H/2 ,
√
2Qi → Qi,
√
2 Q¯i → Q¯i , n→ n + ℓ , (4.57)
we obtain exactly the space of states of the model on a complex plane with κ = 1/4 con-
structed by us in [4] for the SU(2|1) multiplet (2, 4, 2).
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This correspondence can be understood from the viewpoint of the Hamiltonian reduction
with respect to some shift isometry of the Lagrangian (4.40) with γ = m. Indeed, in the
frame (4.41) it can be written as
L˜free = 2 y˙1 ˙¯y1 + i
2
ξiAξ˙iA − m
2
ξi1ξ2i −
m2
2
y1y¯1 + 2
(
y˙ 2 − i
2
my 2
)(
˙¯y 2 +
i
2
m y¯ 2
)
, (4.58)
and it is invariant under the transformations δy 2 = β e
i
2
mt , δy¯ 2 = β¯ e
− i
2
mt , β being a
constant complex parameter.
Finally, let us briefly discuss the interesting case with γ = 0 , m 6= 0 . In this case
the Hamiltonian becomes purely bosonic and commutes with ξiA and ∇+A , ∇¯+B , which can
be treated as the generators of the “magnetic supertranslations” in the target space (the
Lagrangian (4.40) at γ = 0 is invariant under the independent shifts of the variables ξiA and
yA). We rewrite the Hamiltonian (4.44) as
H =
1
2
ǫAB∇−A∇¯−B +
m
2
. (4.59)
By imposing the physical condition ∇¯−A Ψ0 = 0 , we define the superwave function Ψ0 with
the lowest energy m/2 :
Ψ0 =
[
g0
(
yA
)
+ gi
(
yA
)
ξi1 + g1
(
yA
)
ξi1ξ1i
] |0〉, |0〉 = e−m2 yAy¯A, ξi2 |0〉 = 0 . (4.60)
Here g0 , gi , g1 are arbitrary holomorphic polynomials of y
A which all can be generated
through action of ∇¯+B on |0〉, taking into account that ∇+B |0〉 = 0 . The infinite degen-
eracy of the ground state Ψ0 is just due to the above mentioned symmetry of (4.40) at γ = 0
under the “magnetic supertranslation” group.
Casimir operators (C.1), (C.2) take zero eigenvalues only on the following states:
Ω0 =
(
∇¯+2 −
1
2
ξi1ξ1i ∇¯+1
)
|0〉, Ωi = ξi1|0〉. (4.61)
These one bosonic and two fermionic states form the fundamental atypical representation of
SU(2|1), and the supercharges (4.45) act on them as follows
QiΩ0 = imΩ
i, Q¯iΩ0 = 0 ,
Qk Ωi = 0 , Q¯k Ω
i = − iδik Ω0 . (4.62)
All other states correspond to the 4-fold typical representations of SU(2|1). For instance,
the state |0〉 is a component of the following SU(2|1) supermultiplet
|0〉 , ξ1i ∇¯+1 |0〉 ,
(
1
2
ξ1iξ1i ∇¯+1 ∇¯+1 − ∇¯+1 ∇¯+2
)
|0〉 . (4.63)
Thus the ground state superwave function Ψ0 is represented as an infinite sum of non-singlet
states of SU(2|1). In other words, among states from which Ψ0 is composed there is no state
which would be simultaneously annihilated by both supercharges, Qi and Q¯i. So SU(2|1)
supersymmetry is spontaneously broken at γ = 0 , in contrast to the case of γ = m 6= 0 .
The option with γ 6= m also features the spontaneous breaking of SU(2|1) .
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5 Superconformal models
In this section we consider trigonometric superconformal models built on the (4, 4, 0) SU(2|1)
superfields. Their construction and basic features closely follow the pattern of superconfor-
mal models for the SU(2|1) multiplets (1, 4, 3) and (2, 4, 2) discussed in [6].
5.1 Generalities
The most general N = 4, d = 1 superconformal algebra is D(2, 1;α) [24, 25], α being a real
parameter. The proper embedding of the superalgebra su(2|1) into D(2, 1;α) is achieved
through the following redefinition of the U(1) generator H˜ in (2.1):
H˜ = H + (1 + α)µF, m = −αµ . (5.1)
Correspondingly, the su(2|1) superalgebra (2.1) is redefined as
{Qi, Q¯j} = − 2αµ I ij + 2δij[H + (1 + α)µF ] ,[
I ij , Q¯l
]
=
1
2
δijQ¯l − δilQ¯j ,
[
I ij, Q
k
]
= δkjQ
i − 1
2
δijQ
k,[
F, Q¯l
]
= −1
2
Q¯l ,
[
F,Qk
]
=
1
2
Qk,[H, Q¯l] = µ
2
Q¯l ,
[H, Qk] = −µ
2
Qk. (5.2)
The particular choice α = −1 in (5.2) yields (2.1) at m = µ , with F being decoupled and
becoming an external automorphism generator. At α = 0, the superalgebra (5.2) converts
into some U(1)-deformed “Poincare´” N = 4, d = 1 superalgebra,
{Qi, Q¯j} = 2δij (H + µF ) , (5.3)
with I ik becoming some external SU(2) automorphism generators (the remaining non-zero
commutation relations are the same as in (5.2)).
The basic virtue of rewriting the superalgebra su(2|1) in the form (5.2) is that the closure
of (5.2) with its −µ counterpart in the properly defined basis of the SU(2|1) superspace is
just N = 4 superconformal algebra D(2, 1;α) in the so called trigonometric realization [6].
This remarkable property implies the simple criterion for one or another SU(2|1) invariant
action to be superconformal: It should be an even function of the parameter µ . The same
property applies to the case α = 0 too. Once again, D(2, 1; 0) is contained in a closure of
(5.3) with its −µ counterpart. The generator H in (5.2), (5.3) is embedded into the d = 1
conformal algebra so(2, 1) in the standard basis8 as [6]
H = Hˆ + µ
2
4
Kˆ . (5.4)
To ensure the analogous property in application to the harmonic and analytic SU(2|1)
superspaces, we need to appropriately modify the original definitions of these superspaces.
We again pass to the notations (2.5) and rewrite the superalgebra (5.2) in terms of the gener-
ators
{
Q±, Q¯±, I++, I−−, I0
}
. Then we extend this superalgebra by the SU(2)ext generators
8This is the basis, in which [Dˆ, Hˆ ] = −iHˆ , [Dˆ, Kˆ] = iKˆ , [Hˆ, Kˆ] = 2iDˆ .
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{T 0, T++, T−−} and define the α 6= 0 analogs of the harmonic SU(2|1) superspace (2.9) in
the analytic basis as the coset superspaces
{H, Q±, Q¯±, F, I±±, I0, T±±, T 0}
{F, I++, I0, I−− − T−−, T 0} , α 6= 0 ,−1 ,
{H, Q±, Q¯±, I±±, I0, T±±, T 0}
{I++, I0, I−− − T−−, T 0} , α = −1 . (5.5)
The relevant ǫ, ǫ¯ coordinate transformations are obtained from (2.10) via the substitution
m → −αµ and the redefinition (B.16) of the Grassmann coordinates, such that the gener-
ator H becomes the purely time-translation one, H = i∂/∂t(A) [6]. These transformations
together with their −µ counterparts produce, as a closure, some realization of D(2, 1;α)
on the harmonic superspace coordinates. This realization preserves the SU(2|1) harmonic
analyticity, but only in the µ = 0 limit it reproduces the realization given in [12]. The main
difference between the µ 6= 0 and µ = 0 options is that the former yields the trigonometric
realization of the d = 1 conformal SO(2, 1) transformations [26], while the latter gives rise
to their standard parabolic realization.
For the special case α = 0, the appropriate coset superspace is defined as
{H, Q±, Q¯±, F, T±±, T 0}
{F, T 0} , α = 0 . (5.6)
Despite the fact that the coordinate transformations (2.10) at α = 0 take the form corre-
sponding to the standard flat harmonic N = 4, d = 1 superspace [12] (because m = −αµ),
superconformal transformations appearing as a closure of these α = 0 transformations (in
some µ-dependent superspace basis) with their −µ counterparts still constitute the trigono-
metric realization of D(2, 1; 0). Note that the harmonic variables w±i in the α = 0 case
do not transform under the ǫ, ǫ¯ transformations at all (as well as under the full set of the
D(2, 1; 0) transformations, including those of the relevant SU(2)int, which act only on the
Grassmann coordinates).
For the generic α , the trigonometric superconformal transformations of the deformed
N = 4, d = 1 superspace coordinates were given in [6]. In order to find the trigonometric
realization in the analytic basis of harmonic superspace, one should use the relations (B.4)
with m = −αµ or the relations (B.17). The basic relations of the CR structure (2.24) are
rewritten as
{D+, D¯+} = 2αµD++, [D++,D+] = [D++, D¯+] = 0 , (5.7)
where the covariant derivatives D+, D¯+ and D++ (in the original coordinates) are given by
the following expressions valid for any α:
D+ = e− i2µt(A)
[
∂
∂θ−
− αµ θ¯−D++
]
, D¯+ = e i2µt(A)
[
− ∂
∂θ¯−
+ αµ θ−D++
]
,
D++ = (1− αµ θ¯+θ− + αµ θ¯−θ+)−1 ∂++ + 2i θ+θ¯+∂(A) + 2 (1 + α)µ θ+θ¯+F˜
+ θ+
∂
∂θ−
+ θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯−
. (5.8)
The factors e±
i
2
µt(A) appear in (5.8) due to the property that the elements of the supercosets
(5.5), (5.6) are related to an element of (2.9) (and to that of the flat N = 4, d = 1 harmonic
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supercoset in the case (5.6)) through multiplication of the latter element from the right by
the exponential exp (−iµF ) (cf. analogous relations in the non-harmonic case [6]).
To define the (4, 4, 0) superfields adapted to the supercosets (5.5) and (5.6), one should
use the constraints (3.1), (4.1) in which the corresponding covariant derivatives are replaced
by the expressions (5.8). Note that at any α 6= 0 the constraints (2.31) give rise to (2.32).
At α = 0 , eq. (2.32) should be imposed independently.
The superfield ǫ, ǫ¯ transformation law generalizing eq. (2.25) to the harmonic supercosets
(5.5) and (5.6) is as follows (in the original coordinates)
δΦ = µ
[
2 (1 + α)
(
θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) F˜ + α (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)D0 + α (θ¯−ǫ− + θ−ǫ¯−)D++]Φ. (5.9)
5.2 Superconformal Lagrangians for q+a
Skipping details, one can show that all component results for the SU(2|1) superfields q±a
defined on the supercosets (5.5), (5.6) can be obtained from those for q±a on the supercoset
(2.9) by substituting m = −αµ and redefining the fermionic fields as
ψa → ψae i2µt, ψ¯a → ψ¯ae− i2µt. (5.10)
This redefinition ensures that the U(1) generator F acts only on the fermionic fields and H
is reduced to the pure time derivative i∂t on all fields.
For any α, the transformations (3.6) are modified as
δxia = − ǫiψae i2µt − ǫ¯iψ¯ae− i2µt,
δψ¯a =
(
2iǫkx˙
k
a + αµ ǫkx
k
a
)
e
i
2
µt, δψa =
(
2iǫ¯kx˙ak − αµ ǫ¯kxak
)
e−
i
2
µt. (5.11)
The transformations with −µ amount to the −µ version of the superalgebra (5.2). The two
sets of transformations produce as their closure the superconformal group D(2, 1;α).
At α = 0 the superfields q±a live on the supercoset (5.6) corresponding to the U(1)-
deformed Poincare´ superalgebra (5.3). The relevant component field transformations are the
α = 0 version of (5.11). Together with their −µ counterparts (forming the −µ analog of the
algebra (5.3)) they close on
D (2, 1; 0) ∼= PSU (1, 1|2)⋊ SU(2). (5.12)
As was shown in [6], the trigonometric superconformal models for the multiplets (1, 4, 3)
and (2, 4, 2) possess the notable common property that their superconformal Lagrangians
are functions of µ2 and so they are invariant under the reflection µ→ −µ. The same feature
proves to be inherent to the supermultiplets (4, 4, 0) too.
After making the substitution (5.10) in the Lagrangian (3.19), the latter proves to con-
tain no terms linear in µ and so is superconformal for the choice G = (xiaxia)
1−α
α only.
The relevant trigonometric superconformal Lagrangian is a deformation of the parabolic
superconformal Lagrangian by the oscillator term [17]
L(α)sc =
[
x˙iax˙ia +
i
2
(
ψ¯aψ˙
a − ˙¯ψaψa
)
− i
2
(
ψaψ¯
c + ψcψ¯a
)
x˙ia∂ic − 1
16
(
ψ¯
)2
(ψ)2∆x
− α
2µ2
4
xiaxia
] (
xiaxia
) 1−α
α . (5.13)
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The free Lagrangian corresponds to the choice α = 1.
In the particular case α = 0 the expression (5.13) becomes singular and, in order to
construct the meaningful superconformal action, one is led to redefine the field xia as
xia → xia + ρ
ia
α
, (5.14)
and then send α → 0. This gives rise to the inhomogeneous ρ dependent transformations
for the α = 0 case
δxia = − ǫiψae i2µt − ǫ¯iψ¯ae− i2µt,
δψ¯a =
(
2iǫkx˙
k
a + µ ǫkρ
k
a
)
e
i
2
µt, δψa =
(
2iǫ¯kx˙ak − µ ǫ¯kρak
)
e−
i
2
µt. (5.15)
The superconformal Lagrangian for α = 0 is obtained as the limit
L(α=0)sc = lim
α→0
L(α,ρ)sc , (5.16)
with detaching some singular overall factor in the end. The Lagrangian is given by
L(α=0)sc =
[
x˙iax˙ia +
i
2
(
ψ¯aψ˙
a − ˙¯ψaψa
)
− i
2
x˙ia
(
ψaψ¯
c + ψcψ¯a
)
∂ic − 1
16
(
ψ¯
)2
(ψ)2∆x
− µ
2ρ2
4
]
exp
{
2ρiaxia
ρ2
}
. (5.17)
Here, both the Pauli-Gu¨rsey symmetry SU(2)PG acting on the indices a and the auto-
morphism SU(2) symmetry with generators I ik are broken down to the diagonal subgroup
SU(2)diag. The internal subgroup SU
′(2)int ⊂ PSU (1, 1|2) acts only on the fermionic fields.
So, the Lagrangian (5.17) is invariant under the superconformal symmetry PSU (1, 1|2) ⋊
SU(2)diag . The parabolic analog of this Lagrangian was considered in [10].
Note that the WZ Lagrangian (3.25) is α = 0 superconformal, because it is invariant
under both the transformations (5.11) with α = 0 and their −µ counterparts. Indeed, it
is invariant under the redefinition (5.10) and the second term in (3.29) disappears, when
m = −αµ and α = 0. No additional parameters ρ are required in this case.
5.3 Superconformal Lagrangians for Y +A
Next, we consider the mirror multiplet (4, 4, 0), proceeding from the superspaces (5.5), (5.6).
Passing to the superspaces (5.5), (5.6) should be accompanied by the following field
redefinitions (cf. (5.10)):
Y A → Y Ae− i2µt(A) , Y¯ A → Y¯ Ae i2µt(A) ,
yA → yAe− i2µt, y¯A → y¯Ae i2µt, m = −αµ . (5.18)
The constraints (4.1) are now imposed with the derivatives (5.8). The constraints (4.2)
become
(1 + α)µF˜ Y¯ A = − (1 + α)
2
µ Y¯ A, (1 + α)µF˜ Y A =
(1 + α)
2
µ Y A. (5.19)
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The redefinitions (5.18) bring the transformations (4.6) to the form:
δyA = − ǫiψiAe i2µt, δy¯A = − ǫ¯iψiAe− i2µt,
δψiA = ǫ¯i
[
2iy˙A + (1 + α)µ yA
]
e−
i
2
µt − ǫi [2i ˙¯yA − (1 + α)µ y¯A] e i2µt. (5.20)
These transformations, together with those in which the replacement µ → −µ is made,
generate superconformal D(2, 1;α) transformations.
Requiring the superconformal invariance of the σ-model Lagrangian obtained from (4.10)
through the changes (5.18) (i.e. just demanding the terms ∼ µ to cancel), we find that
G˜ =
(
yAy¯A
)− 2+α
1+α . (5.21)
The resulting component Lagrangian reads
L˜(α)sc =
[
2 y˙A ˙¯yA +
i
2
ψiAψ˙iA − i
2
ψiAψiC
(
y˙C∂A + ˙¯y
C ∂¯A
)
+
1
48
ψiAψkAψ
B
i ψkB ∆y
− (1 + α)
2 µ2
2
yAy¯A
] (
yAy¯A
)− 2+α
1+α . (5.22)
It is equivalent to the Lagrangian (5.13) up to the substitution α → − (1 + α). The free
system with G = G˜ = 1 corresponds to the choice α = −2 in (5.22).
At α = −1 the Lagrangian (5.22) is singular. To construct the superconformal σ-model
term in this case, one introduces an arbitrary inhomogeneity parameter ρA as
yA → yA + ρ
A
1 + α
, y¯A → y¯A + ρ¯
A
1 + α
, ρ2 = ρAρ¯A (5.23)
and then sends α→ −1. At α = −1, the transformations (5.20) become
δyA = − ǫiψiAe i2µt, δy¯A = − ǫ¯iψiAe− i2µt,
δψiA = ǫ¯i
[
2iy˙A + µ ρA
]
e−
i
2
µt − ǫi [2i ˙¯yA − µ ρ¯A] e i2µt. (5.24)
Respectively, the α = −1 superconformal σ-model Lagrangian is written as (up to some
divergent overall factor which can be thrown out)
L˜(α=−1)sc =
[
2 y˙A ˙¯yA +
i
2
ψiAψ˙iA − i
2
ψiAψiC
(
y˙C∂A + ˙¯y
C ∂¯A
)
+
1
48
ψiAψkAψ
B
i ψkB ∆y
− µ
2ρ2
4
]
exp
{
−y
Aρ¯A + ρ
Ay¯A
ρ2
}
. (5.25)
This Lagrangian can be brought into the same form as the previous α = 0 Lagrangian
(5.17) by a simple relabeling of the involved fields. The superconformal group is reduced to
D (2, 1;−1) ∼= PSU (1, 1|2) ⋊ SU ′(2)diag, where SU ′(2)diag is the diagonal subgroup in the
product of the external SU ′(2) (to which the decoupled generator F belongs) and SU ′(2)PG
(which acts on the indices A).
The redefinitions (5.18) bring the WZ Lagrangian (4.25) to the form
L˜(α)WZ = 2γ
{
i
(
y˙A ∂Af − ˙¯yA ∂¯Af
)− (1 + α)µ
2
(
yA ∂Af + y¯
A ∂¯Af
)− 1
2
ψiAψBi ∂A∂¯Bf
}
.(5.26)
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We observe that the trigonometric superconformal WZ Lagrangian can be defined only at
α = −1 , when the term ∼ µ drops out. This Lagrangian is written as
L˜(α=−1)scWZ = 2γ
{
i
(
y˙A ∂Af − ˙¯yA ∂¯Af
)− 1
2
ψiAψBi ∂A∂¯Bf
}
, (5.27)
and it is invariant (up to a total derivative) under the homogeneous transformations (5.20)
with α = −1 and their µ → −µ counterparts. Thus the corresponding action reveals
invariance under their closure PSU(1, 1|2).
The function f satisfies the self-duality conditions (4.19), while the condition (4.23) is
modified as
(1 + α)µ F˜f
(
Y, Y¯
)
= 0 ⇒ (1 + α)µ (yB∂B − y¯B∂¯B) f (y, y¯) = 0 . (5.28)
At α = −1 this condition is automatically satisfied and so does not impose any restrictions
on the function f in (5.27).
As we briefly discussed in the previous subsection, WZ term (3.25) is superconformal
at α = 0 . Using the definition (4.20), it is easy to show the equivalence of (5.27) and
(3.25), as well as the equivalence of the relevant superconformal transformations9. In the
next subsection we consider infinite-dimensional symmetries inherent to these WZ terms.
Note that the sum of the Lagrangians (5.27) and (5.25) is not superconformal, since the
supergroup PSU(1, 1|2) is realized in these Lagrangians by transformations of the different
kinds (these are inhomogeneous for (5.25) and homogeneous for (5.27)).
5.4 The centerless N = 4 super Virasoro algebra
The superconformal WZ Lagrangian (5.27) is not deformed by µ . Hence, it is simultaneously
invariant under the following transformations10
δyA = − ηiψiA, δy¯A = − η¯iψiA, δψiA = 2iη¯iy˙A − 2iηi ˙¯yA , (5.29)
which generate the standard “Poincare´” N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry. The Lie brackets of
these additional transformations with both (5.20) and the −µ counterparts of (5.20) produce
the new bosonic generators
∼ e± i2µt i∂t .
On the other hand, generators of the conformal algebra so(2, 1) ⊂ psu(1, 1|2) have the
following trigonometric realization [6]:
H = i∂t , T = e−iµt i∂t , T¯ = eiµt i∂t . (5.30)
Commuting the new bosonic generators with these ones, we find that the bosonic subalgebra
extends to an infinite-dimensional Virasoro algebra [27]
[Lk, Ln] = (k − n)Lk+n , Ln = 2i
µ
e
i
2
nµt ∂t , k, n ∈ Z . (5.31)
9Note that this equivalence gets broken if we simultaneously consider WZ terms for both types of the
(4,4,0) multiplet. This sum cannot be made superconformal by any choice of α.
10They coincide with the µ = 0 case of the transformations (5.20) .
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Computing further their commutators with supercharges, we finally find, as the full symme-
try of (5.27), the Ramond version of the centerless (small) N = 4 super Virasoro algebra
[17].
The isomorphic super Virasoro algebra extending the finite-dimensional α = 0 supercon-
formal algebra psu(1, 1|2) is a symmetry of the WZ component Lagrangian (3.25).
As was noticed in [17], in regard to the (4, 4, 0) multiplet the centerless super Virasoro
group can possess only homogeneous (ρ = 0) realizations with the scaling dimension λD = 0 .
This is consistent with the absence of the superconformal WZ action for q±a at α 6= 0, since
α is identified as α = − 2λD [28, 29, 17]. The same conclusion is valid for the superfields
Y A, Y¯ A, with α = 2λD − 1 .
6 Concluding remarks and outlook
In this paper we generalized the d = 1 harmonic superspace approach [12] to the case of
worldline realizations of the supergroup SU(2|1) as a deformation of the flat N = 4, d =
1 supersymmetry and constructed the general superfield and component actions for the
SU(2|1) analogs of the “root” N = 4, d = 1 multiplet (4, 4, 0) and its “mirror” version.
We also selected the superconformal subclass of general SU(2|1) invariant actions of these
multiplets.
In contrast to the flat harmonic superspace, there is no direct equivalence between the
two types of the (4, 4, 0) supermultiplet. In the case of the standard supermultiplet (4, 4, 0),
the SU(2)int subgroup of SU(2|1) is realized only on the bosonic fields xia of q±a. For the
mirror multiplet (4, 4, 0), this group is realized on the fermionic fields ψiA of Y A, Y¯ A. One of
the manifestations of the non-equivalence just mentioned is the non-existence of the SU(2|1)
invariant WZ action for q±a and the existence of such an action for the mirror multiplet. On
the other hand, the trigonometric (as well as the parabolic) superconformal models of both
(4, 4, 0) multiplets are equivalent to each other, up to the substitutions
xia ↔ yi′A, ψi′a ↔ ψiA α↔ − (1 + α) . (6.1)
As is known, the interchange α ↔ − (1 + α) amounts to permuting the SU(2) and SU ′(2)
generators in D (2, 1;α) and so is an automorphism of this superalgebra.
The scaling dimension parameter λD is identified with α = − 2λD for the standard mul-
tiplet (4, 4, 0) and with α = 2λD − 1 for the mirror multiplet (4, 4, 0). The superconformal
group D (2, 1;α) with λD = 0 can be reduced to the PSU(1, 1|2) ⋊ SU(2) supergroup for
both supermultiplets, at α = 0 for q±a and α = −1 for Y A, Y¯ A.
For reader’s convenience, in the Table 1 we summarize the results concerning symmetries
of the σ-model and WZ actions. An important role is played by the inhomogeneity parame-
ters ρ allowing to construct superconformal σ-model actions for the special case λD = 0 , so
that they are invariant under the ρ-modified inhomogeneous transformations (5.15), (5.24).
On the other hand, superconformal WZ actions at λD = 0 are invariant under the homoge-
neous superconformal transformations given by (5.11) and (5.20) (with α = 0 and α = −1,
respectively).
In the case of the mirror multiplet, we can consider SU(2|1) σ-model actions combined
with WZ actions (the Lagrangian (4.40) provides an example of such a system). The com-
bined actions, being SU(2|1) invariant, cannot be made superconformal.
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A few comments are in order concerning the third column in the Table 1. For the non-
conformal models, the descriptions in the standard flat N = 4, d = 1 harmonic superspace
[12] and its U(1)-deformed analog (5.6) are completely equivalent. The only seeming dif-
ference is that in the case of (5.6) the supersymmetry transformations produce not only
the standard shift of t(A) (associated as a coset coordinate with the generator H) but also
some induced U(1) transformation with the stability subgroup generator F . However, this
difference can be leveled just by redefining all the U(1) charged fields on the pattern of
redefinitions (5.10) or (5.18). After that the canonical time-translation generator becomes
H + µF in (5.3) and one recovers the standard N = 4, d = 1 picture. On the other hand,
in the superconformal case it is the description in (5.6) that allows one to define two sets
of the µ-deformed N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry transformations related via the change
µ → −µ and to construct the superconformal models with the trigonometrical realization
of the supergroup D(2, 1; 0) as a closure of these two sets. In the standard undeformed
N = 4, d = 1 harmonic superspace only parabolic realizations of superconformal symmetries
are achievable.
N = 4, d = 1 SU(2|1) U(1)-deformed Superconformal
σ-model actions for q±a + + + (α 6= 0) or (α = 0 , ρ)
WZ actions for q±a + − + (α = 0)
σ-model + WZ for q±a + − + −
σ-model actions for Y i
′a + + + (α 6= −1) or (α = −1 , ρ)
WZ actions for Y i
′a + + + (α = −1)
σ-model + WZ for Y i
′a + + + −
Table 1: First 2 columns show existence of σ-model and WZ actions based on the flat
harmonic superspace and the SU(2|1) harmonic superspace. The third column corresponds
to the harmonic superspace (5.6). The last column marks the parameters of superconformal
σ-model and WZ actions of the parabolic and trigonometric types.
As for further developments, here we would like to mention the construction of SQM
models for the SU(2|1) analog of the multiplet (3, 4, 1) which in the flat case has a natural
description in the analytic harmonic superspace, the construction of the multi-particle SQM
models with various types of the SU(2|1) multiplets taken into account, and generalizations
of the harmonic superspace approach to higher rank deformed d = 1 supersymmetries, e.g.,
SU(2|2) which can be regarded as a deformation of the flat N = 8, d = 1 supersymmetry
[4]. Besides this, it seems of interest to explicitly solve some more complicated examples
of the SQM SU(2|1) models, not only the simplest ones treated here and in [4]. Another
problem to be clarified is whether the SU(2|1) analogs of the nonlinear (4, 4, 0) multiplets
[13] exist and what could be the m deformation of the target geometries associated with
such multiplets. It would be also interesting to define and study SU(2|1) analogs of various
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useful concepts of the flat N = 4, d = 1 supersymmetry, such as the semi-dynamical spin
multiplets [30], the gauging procedure in the N = 4 SQM models [9, 10, 11], etc. All these
methods and concepts essentially use the notions of the d = 1 harmonic superspace approach.
There also remains the problem of recovering various SU(2|1) SQM models through the
direct dimensional reduction from the higher-dimensional theories with the curved analogs
of the Poincare´ supersymmetry. Recently, a variant of the deformed SQM was applied to
compute the vacuum (Casimir) energy in some conformal field theories [31]. It is interesting
to establish possible links of this construction with the deformations of the N = 4, d = 1
supersymmetry (and its N = 2 reductions) considered in [4] - [6] and in the present paper.
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A Transformations of the covariant derivatives
Here we collect the ǫ, ǫ¯ transformations of the covariant derivatives constituting the CR-
structure (2.24), as well as of the derivative D−−:
δD++ = m (1−m θ¯+θ− +m θ¯−θ+) (θ¯+ǫ+ + θ+ǫ¯+)D0 −m (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)D++
+m
(
1−m θ¯+θ− +m θ¯−θ+) (θ¯−ǫ+ + θ−ǫ¯+)D++
+2m
(
1−m θ¯+θ− +m θ¯−θ+) (θ¯+ǫ+ − θ+ǫ¯+) F˜ ,
δD+ = −2mθ+ǫ¯−D+ +m [ǫ¯− +m θ¯− (θ−ǫ¯+ + θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)]D++
+m2 θ¯−
(
1−m θ¯+θ−) [(θ¯+ǫ+ + θ+ǫ¯+)D0 + 2 (θ¯+ǫ+ − θ+ǫ¯+) F˜] ,
δD¯+ = −2m θ¯+ǫ−D¯+ − m [ǫ− +mθ− (θ¯−ǫ+ + θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)]D++
−m2 θ− (1 +m θ¯−θ+) [(θ¯+ǫ+ + θ+ǫ¯+)D0 + 2 (θ¯+ǫ+ − θ+ǫ¯+) F˜] ,
δD−− = 2m (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)D−− + 2m (θ¯−ǫ− − θ−ǫ¯−) F˜ , δD0 = 0 . (A.1)
These variations are obtained just by making use of the coordinate transformations (2.10).
Note that the redefined harmonic derivative
D++ :=
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+)D++ = ∂++ + 2i θ+θ¯+∂A − 2mθ+θ¯+F˜
+
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) [θ+ ∂
∂θ−
+ θ¯+
∂
∂θ¯−
]
(A.2)
has a simpler transformation law
δD++ = m
(
θ¯+ǫ+ + θ+ǫ¯+
)D0 + 2m (θ¯+ǫ+ − θ+ǫ¯+) F˜ . (A.3)
Despite the rather involved form of (A.1), the objects D±±Φ, D+Φ and D¯+Φ transform
according to the simple universal transformation law (2.25), e.g.,
δ(D++Φ) = −m
[
2
(
θ¯+ǫ− − θ+ǫ¯−) F˜ + (θ¯+ǫ− + θ+ǫ¯−)D0 + (θ¯−ǫ− + θ−ǫ¯−)D++] (D++Φ) ,
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i.e. these are SU(2|1) superfields. The rest of covariant derivatives, i.e. D−Φ and D¯−Φ,
can be obtained by acting of D−− on the basis ones forming CR structure, so they are also
transformed by the law (2.25).
B Relation to the central basis of SU(2|1) superspace
The SU(2|1) superspace in the central basis amounts to the coordinate set [4, 5, 6]
ζ =
(
t, θi, θ¯
j
)
. (B.1)
Extending these coordinates by the harmonic coordinates w±i , we arrive at the central basis
of the harmonic SU(2|1) superspace:
ζC =
(
t, θi, θ¯
j, w±i
)
. (B.2)
The odd SU(2|1) transformations of these coordinates are
δθi = ǫi + 2m ǫ¯
k θk θi , δθ¯
j = ǫ¯i − 2mǫk θ¯k θ¯i, δt = i
(
ǫk θ¯
k + ǫ¯k θk
)
,
δw+i = λ
++w−i , λ
++ = −m (1−m θ¯lθl) (θ¯kǫj + θk ǫ¯j)w+k w+j , δw−i = 0 . (B.3)
The relation with the analytic basis coordinates (2.9) is given by
θiw−i = θ
−, θiw+i = θ
+
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) ,
θ¯kw−k = θ¯
−, θ¯kw+k = θ¯
+
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) ,
t = t(A) + i
(
θ¯−θ+ + θ¯+θ−
)
. (B.4)
It is direct to show that the transformations (B.3) in the central basis yield for the analytic
basis coordinates just the transformations (2.10).
Using the above correspondence, the supermultiplets (4, 4, 0) can also be described in
the central basis. The corresponding superfield qia does not depend on harmonics and obeys
the SU(2|1) covariant constraints
D(kqi)a = D¯(kqi)a = 0 , F˜ qia = 0 , (qia)† = qia . (B.5)
The expressions for Dk, D¯k were given in [4]. Solving these constraints, we find
qia (ζ) =
[
1 +
m
2
θ¯kθk − 5m
2
16
(
θ¯
)2
(θ)2
]
xia +
(
1− m
2
θ¯kθk
) (
θiψa + θ¯iψ¯a
)
− iǫkl
(
θ¯iθl + θ¯lθi
)
x˙ka − i θ¯kθk
(
θiψ˙a − θ¯i ˙¯ψa
)
+
1
4
(
θ¯
)2
(θ)2 x¨ia. (B.6)
In contrast to the harmonic analytic superfield (3.2), this superfield explicitly involves the
deformation parameter m. The superfields q±a and q
ia are related to each other in the
following way:
qiaw+i = q
+a
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) 12 , qiaw−i = q−a (1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+)− 12 , (B.7)
qia = q−aw+i
(
1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+)− 12 − q+aw−i (1 +m θ¯+θ− −m θ¯−θ+) 12 . (B.8)
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One can also rewrite the general q action as an integral over the superspace (B.1)
S(qia) = −
∫
dζ L
(
q2
)
, q2 = qiaqia , (B.9)
where
dζ = dt d2θ d2θ¯
(
1 + 2m θ¯kθk
)
(B.10)
is the SU(2|1) invariant integration measure. Note that the analytic basis measure (2.16) is
related to (B.10) as
dζH = dwdζ . (B.11)
It is not SU(2|1) invariant because the harmonic measure dw is not.
In the superspace (B.1), the SU(2|1) constraints (4.1) defining the mirror (4, 4, 0) mul-
tiplet are rewritten as
D¯iY A = DiY¯ A = 0 , DiY A = D¯iY¯ A. (B.12)
Their solution reads
Y A (ζ) =
(
1 + 2m θ¯kθk
)− 1
4
{
yA + θiψ
iA + i θ¯kθk y˙
A + θkθ
k
(
i ˙¯yA +
m
2
y¯A
)
+ i θ¯kθkθiψ˙
iA
− 1
4
(
θ¯
)2
(θ)2
(
y¨A + 2imy˙A
)}
,
Y¯ A (ζ) =
(
1 + 2m θ¯kθk
)− 1
4
{
y¯A + θ¯iψ
iA − i θ¯kθk ˙¯yA + θ¯kθ¯k
(
iy˙A − m
2
yA
)
− i θ¯kθkθ¯iψ˙iA
− 1
4
(
θ¯
)2
(θ)2
(
¨¯yA − 2im ˙¯yA)}. (B.13)
The precise relation with the analytic basis solution Y A
(
ζ
(3)
(A)
)
given in (4.3) is
Y A (ζ) = e
i
2
m(t(A)−t)Y A
(
ζ
(3)
(A)
)
. (B.14)
The general Y, Y¯ action can also be written as an integral over (B.1)
S˜
(
Y, Y¯
)
=
∫
dζ L˜
(
Y, Y¯
)
. (B.15)
Finally, we note the existence of another analytic basis in the SU(2|1) harmonic super-
space, ζ˜H =
(
t(A), θ˜
±,
¯˜
θ±, w±i
)
, where
θ˜+ = θ+e
i
2
µt(A) , θ˜− = θ−e
i
2
µt(A)
[
1− (1 + α)µ θ¯−θ+] , m = −αµ ,
¯˜
θ+ = θ¯+e−
i
2
µt(A) ,
¯˜
θ− = θ¯−e−
i
2
µt(A)
[
1 + (1 + α)µ θ¯+θ−
]
. (B.16)
The SU(2|1) transformations (and their α = 0 degenerate case) in this basis are easily
extended to the trigonometric superconformal ones by making the reflection µ → −µ and
considering a closure of two such sets of transformations.
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The coordinates
(
t, θ˜i,
¯˜θk
)
introduced in [6] and ensuring a similar superconformal closure
in the central basis, are related to (B.16) by the following simple redefinitions:
θ˜± = θ˜iw±i ,
¯˜
θ± =
¯˜
θiw±i , t(A) = t− i
(
¯˜
θ−θ˜+ +
¯˜
θ+θ˜−
)
. (B.17)
It is straightforward to check that the analytic subspace
(
t(A),
¯˜θ+, θ˜+, w±i
)
is closed under
both sets of the SU(2|1) transformations and hence under their superconformal closure. The
same is true for the α = 0 case.
C SU(2|1) representations
The finite-dimensional SU(2|1) representations [32] are characterized by two parameters λ
and β. The number λ (“highest weight”) is positive half-integer or integer, and an arbitrary
additional real number β is related to the eigenvalues of the U(1) generator H˜ of (2.1).
Casimir operators of the su(2|1) superalgebra (2.1) are written in the model-independent
way as follows:
m2C2 = H˜
2 − m
2
2
I ijI
j
i +
m
4
[
Qi, Q¯i
]
, (C.1)
m3C3 =
m2
2
(1 + 2C2) H˜ − m
8
[
mI ik − δik H˜
] [
Qk, Q¯i
]
. (C.2)
The eigenvalues of these Casimir operators can be written as
C2 = β
2 − λ2, C3 = β C2 . (C.3)
Non-zero values of Casimir operators define the typical representations of SU(2|1). In the
case |β| = λ, Casimir operators have zero eigenvalues and the relevant SU(2|1) representa-
tions are atypical. Typical and atypical representations have the dimensions 8λ and 4λ+1 ,
respectively. The fundamental SU(2|1) representation is atypical and it corresponds to the
choice |β| = λ = 1/2 .
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